Explore your passions and interests with other NSHSS Members on an NSHSS Academic Tour! Each year, NSHSS hosts specialized, unique tour opportunities for its members. From STEM immersion at MIT to studying sustainability at Stockholm University or traveling along the East Coast to visit the best universities in the world, there is bound to be something that inspires you. Check out what’s coming in 2021!
NSHSS Ivy League & East Coast University Tour
It's never too early to get a head start on visiting college campuses! Join fellow NSHSS Members and visit Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Yale University, Columbia University, Princeton University, and other prestigious schools along the East Coast.

NSHSS Nobel Summer Program JUNE 2021
Participants will travel to Stockholm, Sweden for a week long program to learn about the legacies of the inventor and Nobel Prize founder, Alfred Nobel, meet with professors on the Nobel committees, and visit renowned Stockholm museums.

STEM Immersion: Boston
From hands-on experiences in MIT’s research centers to robotic workshops with FIRST Robotics to learning about genetic coding and green-tech initiatives, you’ll experience a magnitude of science innovation.

NSHSS Nobel Week December 2021
This annual program includes lectures from the year's Nobel Prize winners, lectures at Stockholm University, a day of stimulating discussion on global issues with world policy-makers and scientists, cultural immersion, and more!

Questions? Contact tours@nshss.org